Blueprint Goal #1

• Provide guidance to IHEs to revise teacher preparation programs
• Create a model for program revisions that better aligns ESE & GE programs

Blueprint Goal #2

• Replicate collaborative curriculum enhancement process to align ESE & GE programs at other Florida IHEs

Blueprint Goal #3

• Lead scale-up process for inclusive curriculum enhancement in literacy to include all Florida preparation institutions at Summer 2019 Florida Literacy Institute.

State Successes

- Collaborative Curriculum Enhancement Models
- IHE to IHE Mentoring Model
- General/ESE Collaboration
- Inclusive Literacy Curriculum in Teacher Prep
- Inclusive Teacher Preparation Reform

State Challenges

- Varying Contexts across IHEs
- IHE Engagement with Additional Program Reform
- Developing Common Understandings across Disciplines, Agencies, Initiatives
- Responding to New SEA/Legislative Initiatives
- Scale-up of Collaborative Process across Florida IHEs

Blueprints

- Develop Models for Program Revisions
- Replication of Models
- Scale-up Curriculum Reform